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Eventually, you will totally discover a additional experience and skill by spending more cash. yet when? attain you understand that you require to get
those all needs behind having significantly cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you to
comprehend even more a propos the globe, experience, some places, afterward history, amusement, and a lot more?

It is your no question own time to play a part reviewing habit. in the course of guides you could enjoy now is Chasing Destiny Eric Jerome Dickey
below.

Finding Gideon Dutton
From Eric Jerome Dickey comes the New York Times
bestselling book that stirred up controversy with its bold
portrayal of racial identity and subtle understanding of
sexual intimacy. Jordan Greene is in culture shock when
he arrives in Manhattan from his Tennessee hometown.
Still, he manages to keep the pace and stay in the race,
with a Wall Street job, a Queens apartment, and a very
sexy girlfriend named J'nette. But when Jordan meets
Kimberly Chavers, what starts as a shared cab ride turns
into something more. This girl is funny, fiesty, fine...and

white. And for a man with Malcolm X's picture hanging on
his office wall, that's a definite problem.... This brightly
entertaining and emotionally complex novel demonstrates
why Eric Jerome Dickey was “one of the most successful
Black authors of the last quarter-century” (The New York
Times).
Decadence Large Print Press
Praised for storytelling that mixes “sexy,
savvy, and steamy,”* New York Times bestselling
author Eric Jerome Dickey turns up the heat in
this explosive novel about the reckless desires
that bind an irresistible woman to a desperate
man. His name is Driver, an ex-con working for
a limousine service. It's a bid to go legit,
but one of the real incentives is an old
flame—the boss's irresistible wife. Her name is
Lisa. She wants more out of life too. She
expects Driver to give it to her. Unfortunately
she's counting on the wrong man to kill her
husband. Sharing an expensive secret and a past
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with someone like Lisa is nothing but trouble.
What Driver has planned to help him stay alive
is more than a scheme. It's a bona fide crime.
Sometimes love can make you do crazy things.
Naughty Or Nice Penguin
In this sensational New York Times bestseller, Eric Jerome Dickey explores
how real people come together and fall apart in a story about a love that
starts with a lie.... Dana Ann Smith has ditched New York—and a relationship
gone bad—for Los Angeles, looking for a new man, a new career, and some
stability. She thinks she's found it in Vincent Calvalry Browne Jr., a
handsome, hardworking aerospace tech. They've offered just enough of
themselves to make it the perfect romance. And they've withheld just enough
to ruin it. When their secrets come to light, Dana and Vince come face-to-
face with the fact that the passionate game between lovers and liars has just
begun....

The Son of Mr. Suleman Random House
Bestselling author Eric Jerome Dickey's creations “have enough
sultry self-confidence to suggest, at their best, a Prince song on
paper” (The New York Times). Now, he puts a twist on the love
triangle in this sexy, searing, and wise novel. Nicole made a bold
move by dumping her fiance at the altar. From there, she's built a
successful career, relocated north to Oakland, and fallen in love
all over again—this time with a woman. But Nicole's still not
entirely happy. Don't get her wrong—she likes what she has. It's
just that she misses what she had. The question is, can she have it
all? As she brings her ex back into her life and tests the boundaries
between lovers, you'd better believe that the anger, jealousy,
excitement, and passion of this triangle are going to run hot....
Nicole is playing with fire, not to mention the feelings of the two
people who love her most in the world. How these three

fascinating people handle this unusual and complex relationship
makes for one of Dickey's most provocative and unforgettable
novels.
The Business of Lovers Penguin
On a cold and rainy night during the Christmas season, a woman who
has suffered great personal loss and a successful businessman from
Orange County meet by chance at a gas station in Los Angeles
County. They have nothing in common, but as they engage in
conversation they end up sequestered in an upscale hotel room.
During intimacy, they continue to confide in each other and try to
come to grips with their problems and their seasonal loneliness. For
one night, their passion is boundless, but with every tick of the clock,
their separate pasts close in.
Pleasure Penguin
New York Times bestselling author Eric Jerome Dickey, “one of the
most successful Black authors of the last quarter-century”* explores
the depths of desire in this sensual blockbuster. Born in Trinidad and
living in Atlanta after a relationship gone bad, Nia Simone Bijou is an
ambitious writer who has it all. Except for the one thing that'll give her
the control she craves-and the power she deserves: absolute,
uninhibited sexual satisfaction. Now, in the sweltering days and nights
of summer, the heat is on. Nia's fantasies will become a reality-with
man after man after man. She will shatter the limits of erotic love. She
will open herself up to experiences she never dared before. And as
her fantasies begin to spin out of control, she'll discover the
unexpected price of the extreme. *The New York Times
No More Mr. Nice Guy Penguin
Chronicles the sexual escapades and adventures of the women of a
sorority dedicated to sexual freedom and fulfillment.
Sexual Radiance Penguin
As a hit man from the time he was very young, money,
women, and danger have always ruled Gideon's life; but for
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the first time, it's taking its toll. Still, Gideon is about to
launch his biggest act of revenge yet... one he believes will
destroy his adversary, Midnight, once and for all. Taking
down Midnight's team isn't so clear cut thanks to two
dangerous women. Is it possible that Midnight's downfall will
come from the inside, or will Gideon finally meet his match?
Genevieve Penguin
With prose “hot enough to scorch fingers,”* Eric Jerome
Dickey has electrified readers with his New York Times
bestsellers. In Chasing Destiny, he edges into dangerously
sexy territory.... Billie is as notorious for her beauty as she is
for the hot yellow Ducati motorcycle she rides down L.A.'s
meanest streets. Tough and talented, she does things her
way. Until an unplanned pregnancy spins her life out of
control. Her problem: Her lover Keith's divorce decree has
been revoked, forcing him to choose between Billie and his
dangerously manipulative wife, Carmen, along with their
troubled and deceptive daughter, Destiny, a fifteen-year-old
dancing on the edge of womanhood. Horrific things happen
when Keith's daughter disappears in the company of low
friends in dark places. And in chasing Destiny, Billie, Keith,
and Carmen find their lives inextricably linked by a
dangerous and seductive pursuit-at any speed—at any cost.
The Blackbirds One World/Ballantine
Integrating the principles of Western medicine and Eastern
mysticism, a guide to heightening sexual vitality introduces
a program designed to enhance sexual fulfillment
Sister, Sister Chasing Destiny

The high priestess of the hood, Nikki Turner, is back with the
novel fans have been feenin’ for: the sequel to her #1
bestselling novel, A Hustler’s Wife. Des, Virginia’s slickest
gangsta, is about to become a dad when he is charged with
the murder of his own attorney. But with Yarni, his gorgeous
wife (and a brilliant lawyer), now calling the shots, Des isn’t
going back to the slammer without a fierce fight. Even with
the heat on, Des manages to take his game to the next level
and finds a new hustle, one that will allow him to possess
the three things all major players desire: money, power, and
respect. He becomes a preacher. Reluctantly, Yarni stands
by her man as he trades in his triple beam scale for a Bible
and a Bentley and makes his Church of the Good Life
Ministry a welcoming place for all sinners to step up to the
altar. But when Des’s nephew is killed in the high-stakes
heroin trade and Des learns that someone close to him
okayed the hit, the dyed-in-the-wool gangsta sets aside the
Bible for the gospel of the streets–even if it means risking
the one person who’s always had his back.
Too Much of a Good Thing Penguin
Successful writer Nia struggles with her turbulent emotions
and contemplates her prospects for marriage and
parenthood while immersing herself in a hedonistic role-
playing resort that challenges her grasp on reality.
Dying for Revenge Penguin
Contract killer Gideon becomes the hunted in this “high-octane”*
thriller from New York Times bestselling author Eric Jerome Dickey. A
heated encounter in a London hotel room leaves international hit man
Gideon waking up to a world where no one can be trusted. Because
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this time, someone's taken out a hit on him—and finding out who did it
has him rethinking a dangerous past. Is it the man he left alive in
Tampa, the cold beauty who taught him how to kill, the scorned
woman he still desires, or an unknown enemy? One thing is for sure,
Gideon will need his friends—and his enemies—to get out of this game
alive.
Tempted by Trouble Dutton
New York Times bestselling author Eric Jerome Dickey takes
readers on the ride of a lifetime in this fierce novel of seduction,
intrigue, and betrayal featuring hit man Gideon. Gideon trusts no
one. But when his former lover resurfaces in need of his skills,
Gideon accepts. The assignment leads to Argentina and a team
of international mercenaries who will maim, kill, and torture to
achieve victory. One of them has a connection to Gideon that
neither assassin is aware of, a secret link that reaches into
Gideon's past and plunges him into a double-cross so explosive
no one will make it out unscarred.
Milk in My Coffee Penguin
Fast-rising record exec Tony Gooden has his priorities in line:
making money and loving the single life. But his game is thrown
off balance when he sees Serena Kincaid, the only woman he
ever put himself on the line for.
A Wanted Woman Penguin
Chasing DestinyNational Geographic Books
The One That Got Away National Geographic Books
Hailed as one of “the most successful Black authors of the last
quarter-century” (The New York Times), Eric Jerome Dickey
captures the humor and heartache of modern love in this sexy,
soulful tale. Attraction can be instant. So can the consequences.
Just ask Leonard, Debra, Tyrel, and Shelby. Four friends with so
much in common: They’re good-hearted, loyal, and vulnerable

to the complicated state of relations between men and women.
They’re all searching for love—or at least unqualified affection.
Either way, their lives are about to change…. A witty, honest
portrait of the choices we make in the search for happy ever
after, Friends and Lovers chronicles the lives of four young Black
people through the joy, laughter, and pain of not-so-everyday life.
Liar's Game Dutton
Hit man Gideon traverses a steamy criminal underworld to
confront the most challenging adversary of his career.
Flyy Girl Penguin
New York Times bestselling author Eric Jerome Dickey presents
a powerful novel about grifters and con artists, brothers and
sisters, looking for love and making ends meet—on the wrong
side of the law.... Dante black did his stretch of hard time in
juvenile jail. Now he's out...and down. Facing a mountain of
unpaid bills, a car on its last legs, and imminent eviction, he
doesn't stand a chance with Pam, a sexy waitress/actress on the
hunt for a man with means. Enter Scamz, a slick brother from
Dante's past cruising L.A. in custom-tailored suits and a Benz
CL600. He's got a job that'll put Dante back on top—especially
with Pam. Seduced by easy money, she's finding Dante
suddenly irresistible. But then the perfect sting goes horribly
wrong, and a dangerous game is just beginning.
Chasing Destiny Penguin
This is what it’s like to be a high-school-age girl. To forsake
the boyfriend you once adored. To meet the love of your
life, who just happens to be your teacher. To discover for
the first time the power of your body and mind. This is what
it’s like to be a college-age woman. To live through
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heartbreak. To suffer the consequences of your choices. To
depend on others for survival but to have no one to trust but
yourself. This is Anthropology of an American Girl. A literary
sensation, this extraordinarily candid novel about the
experience of growing up female in America will strike a
nerve in readers of all ages. BONUS: This edition contains
an Anthropology of an American Girl discussion guide.
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